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 Executive Summary 

 Today’s innovation also brings complexity  

 Effective Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) can help 

 Getting started on your ALM journey while reducing your risk of 
adoption 
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Executive summary

Software is integral to business success

– Software is woven through systems, products and services, helping companies bring new – smarter – 
innovations to market. 

Market realities are pushing organizations to innovate with less

– The ability to innovate is impacted by market realities such as increasing complexity, tighter budgets and 
a more demanding competitive landscape

Effective Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) provides the ability to innovate while 
reducing overhead costs 

– Helps teams using formal and agile methods to reduce the high costs, poor quality, project risk,  and 
inefficiency of fragmented and disconnected software development. 

The IBM Rational ALM solutions provide capabilities to fully support an effective ALM 
approach.  Start your ALM journey based on your unique pain points!

– Coordinate people, processes, and tools for requirements management, development and quality 
management with traceability across lifecycle artifacts, process definition and enactment, and reporting. 

– Unify and extend your infrastructure to include open source software, packaged and custom 
applications, and other commercial solutions of choice with an open, extensible, and integrated platform. 
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Innovation is increasingly being driven by software

Source: Mobile banking: A catalyst for improving bank performance, Deloitte, 2010;
and This Car Runs on Code, Robert Charette, IEEE Spectrum, 2009.

Mobile banking will be
the most widely used banking
channel by 2020, if not sooner

The average 2010 automobile 
contains more lines of software 

code than a fighter jet

8
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Source: Numerous sources, see speaker notes for details

2010 Spending in U.S. on governance, 
risk and compliance was $29.8 billion

Increasing
Mandates

62% of projects fail to meet 
intended schedule

Unpredictability 
in Software Delivery 

50% of outsourced projects 
are expected to under perform

Globally Distributed Software
and Product Supply Chains

Complex, Multi-platform
Systems and Applications

62% of companies have agile projects 
requiring integration with legacy systems

30% of project costs are due to rework 
and poor execution of requirements

Changing Requirements
and Time to Market

Cost
Reduction

70% budget locked in maintenance and
37% of projects go over budget

2010 Spending in U.S. on governance, 
risk and compliance was $29.8 billion

Increasing
Mandates

62% of projects fail to meet 
intended schedule

Unpredictability 
in Software Delivery 

50% of outsourced projects 
are expected to under perform

Globally Distributed Software
and Product Supply Chains

Complex, Multi-platform
Systems and Applications

62% of companies have agile projects 
requiring integration with legacy systems

30% of project costs are due to rework 
and poor execution of requirements

Changing Requirements
and Time to Market

Cost
Reduction

70% budget locked in maintenance and
37% of projects go over budget

Realities can stall software-driven innovation
Complexities in software delivery compounded by market pressures

9
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Software-driven innovation with IBM Rational
Addressing IT, systems, and enterprise modernization

Open Platform for Data and Tools Integration and Automation

Business Planning and Alignment
Measure business effectiveness of projects  | Prioritize investments

Understand business value   | Manage risk and impact of change

Design, Development and Deployment

Requirements | Architecture and Design  | Development  |  Testing  |  Deploy and Release  | Operations

Integrated Application
and Systems Lifecycle Management

Collaboration across teams, roles, platforms and geographies

Security

Automation and Know-how

Integrate

Collaborate

Optimize

10
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Anytime, for any team, silos create barriers to effective 
software delivery

11

2. Development

1. Business

3. Operations*

“At some point, you take a step back, and you 
realize you have an awful lot of siloed systems 
that are limiting transparency across strategic 
projects.”

- Development Director
Temenos, Inc.
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Application Lifecycle Management can help!

12

1. Business

2. Development 3. Operations*

ALM manages the 
flow of:
 People

 Process

 Information

ALM manages the 
flow of:
 People

 Process

 Information
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What is required to deliver end-to-end visibility 
across teams, tools and projects?

14
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What happens if you do nothing?
When failure is not an option…

15

“What happens if your 
deliverable date slips?”

“What happens if you can’t 
effectively manage product quality 
before your ship/release?”

“What happens if you can’t easily or 
effectively integrate your most critical 
software delivery applications?”

Software failures do have impact the bottom line!

*Only 47% are successful, 36% 
are challenged, and 17% are 

failures
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Five Imperatives for 
Effective Application Lifecycle Management 

to improve organizational productivity

Learn more at ALM Everywhere

1. Maximize product value with In-Context Collaboration

2. Accelerate time to delivery with Real-Time Planning

3. Improve quality with Lifecycle Traceability

4. Achieve predictability with Development Intelligence

5. Reduce costs with Continuous Improvement

http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMRational
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Collaboration challenges
Can your team…

 …bring new team members            
up-to-speed quickly?

 …overcome the barriers of multiple 
time zones when working with 
outsourced and distributed team 
members?

17

 …find all the information related to a specific task?

 …quickly grasp the “who, what, when and why” of team activities?
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In-Context Collaboration improves product value

 Empower teams to collaborate on and review software development artifacts so they can 
incorporate feedback early and often aligning delivery with stakeholders’ vision

 Provide a single source of truth hosted in a shared repository so that team members can 
collaborate effectively around the globe to build a collective intelligence

 Make information immediately accessible to all team members in the context of their work

18
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In-Context Collaboration always shows the latest 

Unread work Items bolded for developers

Threaded discussions on 
requirements

Recent discussions highlighted on requirements

19
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Planning challenges
Does your team…

 …plan across the entire team?

 …manually collect and report status?

 …instantly see the impact of a change 
in project scope or resources?

 …integrate planning with 
execution?

 …plan for waterfall, iterative and agile 
environments?

20
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Real-Time Planning accelerates time to delivery

 Provides a single plan that spans requirements, development, and test, ensuring the whole team 
understands the overall scope of a project

 Integrates planning with execution ensuring the entire team understands the true project status

 Allows everyone to participate in keeping the plan current and accurate

 Helps teams respond to the unexpected in a timely manner ensuring the team stays on schedule

21

Deployment
Engineer

Project Lead

Analyst Developer

Architect Quality
Professional

Planning
and Execution
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Requirements collections focus teams on goals for a 
release

Collections focus 
team for:

 Reviews
 Snapshots
 Implementation

22
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One plan with multiple views 
Everyone sees meaningful data in the context of their work

22

33

11
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Status updates
Part of everyday work activities

 In place updates to 
status automatically 
appear in the plan

24
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Which requirements are 
addressed in this iteration?

Are all of the
requirements tested?

What defects are affecting which 
requirements?

Are we ready 
to release?

Are we aligned with the 
business?

Can we pass
an audit? 

What defects were  
resolved in this release?

Project  ManagerAnalyst

Lifecycle Traceability challenges
Can your team answer…

Quality ProfessionalRelease EngineerDeveloper

What is the quality 
of the build?

What  is ready 
for me to test?

What defects have been 
addressed since the last build?

How can I standardize when teams 
use different tools?

Where are the 
bottlenecks
in our processes?

How can I speed up my builds?

Are build times
getting longer

or shorter?

What requirements
am I implementing? What test

uncovered this defect,
on which environment 

and what build?

What changes occurred overnight?
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Addressing Audit Questions

“Say what you do”

 Documented evidence of a thorough development process

 A well communicated and easily understood program

“Do what you say”

 Prudent use of business controls and process enforcement

 Requirements integrity: Capture and approval of requirements

 Tracking of requirements to implementation and test

 Management of software deliveries to preclude unauthorized changes

 Process validation, audit and automation ensure the process is enforced

 Process integrity: Implementation of change control over the development process and 
metrics used to monitor and control process execution

Be prepared to “prove it”

 Documented evidence of adherence to internal controls through dashboards, regular 
reporting and monitoring, as well as independent audit
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Lifecycle Traceability supports compliance, improves quality

 Establish relationships between software artifacts

 Identify and close artifact gaps, ensuring coverage across disciplines

 Provides visibility into the completeness of planned items by inspecting all related artifacts

 Provides easy access to related artifacts ensuring everyone shares the same view

 Delivers transparency which enables everyone to make fully informed decisions based business 
priorities

Customer Final
Product

Build
Artifacts

Environment Supporting 
Systems

Requirements 
Management

Initial Idea

Instant access to details from any point in development process

27
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Measuring and steering challenges
Can your team…

 …track desired improvements with metrics?

 …minimize administrative overhead by relying 
on your environment to capture metrics?

 …provide one view of project health at multiple levels?

 …make steering decisions based on facts rather “guesstimates”? 
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Use dashboards to provide that one view of project health

29
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Dashboard customization
Ensures the team has steering data from all disciplines

 Mashup dashboards with 
information across silos

 Easy to add viewlets to 
assist steering to 
completion

30
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Continuous improvement challenges
Can your team…

 …allow team leads to determine how strict or 
lax the “rules of the road” should be?

 …modify process enforcement over the life 
of a project, to encourage early-stage 
experimentation and end-game stability?

 …leverage out-of-the-box templates that support traditional and agile workflows?

 …change process “on the fly” as part of a continuous feedback loop?
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Continuous Improvement reduces cost 
 Improve software delivery through the ongoing adoption of best practices and automation to reduce 

manual, non-creative and error prone tasks 

 Promote incremental improvement of a project when needed

 Enable breakthrough improvement by capturing best practices and reusing across teams

 Allow everyone to participate with easy to adopt best practices at your fingertips.

32

Assess

SteerAct
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Templates
Support breakthrough improvement

33

Use and reuse of project templates is 
an example of breakthrough 
improvement

• Modify to match your organization’s 
process
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Five Imperatives for 
Effective Application Lifecycle Management 

to improve organizational productivity

Learn more at ALM Everywhere

1. Maximize product value with In-Context Collaboration

2. Accelerate time to delivery with Real-Time Planning

3. Improve quality with Lifecycle Traceability

4. Achieve predictability with Development Intelligence

5. Reduce costs with Continuous Improvement

http://www.youtube.com/user/IBMRational
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Getting started with your ALM journey

Q. Do you need the perfect set of tools to 
achieve effective ALM?

A. Adopt the ones to address your greatest pain!

Rational customers experience a tremendous productivity lift by 
incrementally adopting the ALM Strategy

Match your most critical needs with the best-suited adoption path

35
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Automation

Monitoring

 Community Driven @ open-services.net
 400+ registered community members 
 Workgroup members from 34+ organizations

 Wide range of interests, expertise, & participation
 Open specifications for numerous disciplines 
 Defined by scenarios – solution oriented
 Implementations from IBM, BPs, and Others

 Based on           Linked Data

Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration
Lifecycle integration inspired by the web

Inspired by the web Free to use and share Changing the industry

Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC)
Working to standardize the way software lifecycle tools share data

file:///mnt/convertfiles_input/../../../../../../../Users/IBM_ADMIN/AppData/Local/Temp/open-services.net
http://open-services.net/members
http://open-services.net/participate
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Meet time to market and user pressures for Mobile 
Design to delight users and optimize testing to ensure quality

“I can focus on 
designing an  innovative 
app and depend on my 
lifecycle capabilities 

to collaborate 
with stakeholders 

from design to done!”
- Mobile Developer

How?
Unify mobile development teams to produce better applications, 
at mobile speed.

What’s new?
 Deliver mobile applications for multiple platforms with cross-platform 

code, build and test support.

 Meet accelerated time to market requirements using agile processes 
with real-time planning to help build and maintain “5-star” mobile apps.

 Deliver high quality apps that engage users and meet business objectives 
with lifecycle traceability to ensure coverage of requirements, development 
and test.

 Integrate with enterprise systems by extending enterprise assets 
and connecting via IBM Worklight adapters.

NEW

• IBM Mobile Development Lifecycle Solution (IMDLS) integrates:  
– An enterprise-grade, standard-based mobile application platform based on IBM Worklight technology
– A best-of-class collaborative mobile application development platform based on the IBM Rational CLM capabilities

• Mobile testing (sold separately):  
– Rational Test Automation solution:  Rational Test Workbench v8.0.1, Rational Test Virtualization Server v8.0.1, Rational Performance Test Server v8.0.1

– “Mobile Device Cloud” services sold by Business Partners: Keynote Device Anywhere (Rational Quality Manager Integration Adapter), Perfecto Mobile 
(Rational Quality Manager Integration Adapter)
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*Forrester Research Inc, October 23, 2012.  Forrester Research, The Forrester Wave™ is copyrighted by Forrester Research, Inc. Forrester and Forrester Wave™ are trademarks of Forrester 
Research, Inc. The Forrester Wave™ is a graphical representation of Forrester's call on a market and is plotted using a detailed spreadsheet with exposed scores, weightings, and comments. 
Forrester does not endorse any vendor, product, or service depicted in the Forrester Wave. Information is based on best available resources. Opinions reflect judgment at the time and are 
subject to change. 

IBM Rational Recognized As A Leader in ALM

Report Highlights

• Highest Scores among all vendors for 
Current Offering & Strategy“

• “Not only has IBM continued 
development of its strong suite of 
products, but it has also stitched them 
together in a more coherent way.”

• [IBM] has also made clearer the use 
cases it supports ... such as Agile teams 
and embedded software development" 

The Forrester WaveTM:  Application Life-cycle Management Q4 2012*

Link to report

https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=swg-rtl-sd-ekit&S_PKG=500016656
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Gartner's report examines ALM tool offerings and identifies the trends 
shaping the emerging marketplace.

Report Highlights

– Full software development life 
cycle (SDLC) support is essential 
for a complete ALM solution

– Industry-specific features promote 
easier ALM adoption

– Collaborative functionality is key 
to successful ALM productivity

Link to full report

Gartner Market Profile: Application Life Cycle Management (ALM) Tools, 2012
ALM Tools Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) Discipline Support

Capabilities Offered by Vendor

https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=swg-rtl-sd-ar&S_PKG=500028043
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IBM Software

Avea cuts deployment time from four hours to ten minutes
Eiminates separate, disparate tools by standardizing on IBM Rational software 

The need:

Avea wanted to improve its time to market and increase software 
quality by implementing a standard set of integrated development tools 
for the entire organization.

The Solution:

Avea standardized on IBM® Rational® Requirements Composer and 
IBM Rational Team Concert™ software, helping eliminate the issues 
caused by separate, disparate development tools.

The Benefits: 

 Decreased versioning and deployment problems by approximately 
30 percent

 Reduced deployment time for middleware services from four hours to 
ten minutes

 Helped the company deliver higher quality software more quickly

“Rational products give us 
an end-to-end solution, 
because Rational has 
dedicated solutions for 
specific domains in the 
software development 
lifecycle.” 

—Tansu Dasli, middleware 
development manager, Avea

Solution components:
 IBM® Rational® 

Requirements Composer

 IBM Rational Team 
Concert™

RAP14347-USEN-00
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Summary

 Software is integral to business success - the best and brightest companies use software to 
propel innovation

 Effective ALM provides the ability to innovate while reducing overhead costs -- whole-team, 
whole-view approach to the software delivery cycle.

 The solution for IBM Rational Collaborative Lifecycle Management (CLM) provides capabilities 
that fully support an effective ALM approach and you can customize or start your ALM journey 
based on your unique pain points

 IBM Rational leverages the CLM solution to drive business results its our own organization

 IBM Rational has the offerings – best practices, tooling and services – that can help you 
achieve business results
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